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PREFACE

We are pleased to share with you a presentation entitled, "New Directions in EvaluationResearch: Implications for Vocational Education," by Eva L. Bake!, professor of education atUCLA and director of the Center for the Study of Evaluation in Los Angeles, California.

In her speech, Dr. Baker outlined a brief history of evaluation efforts from the early '70s tothe present and shared with us some of her personal experiences as an educational researcher and
evaluator. She pointed out that the changes in the political climate of the country have had far-
reaching implications for education in general and especially for evaluation methodology andrationale.

Dr. Baker received her A.B., M.A., and Ed.D. degrees from the University of California atLos Angeles. She brings to her present position as director of the Center for the Study of Evaluationan extensive background in university teaching, curriculum design, staff development activity, andeducational research. She serves on the editorial boards of several prestigious journals and isaffiliated with numerous professional organizations in the fiJd of educational deveiopment andresearch.

We are grateful to Dr. Baker for sharing with us her experience: and insights which provedtimely and thought-provoking. We are proud to present her lecture e ititled, "New Directions inEvaluation Research: Implications for Vocational Education."

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN
EVALUATION RESEARCH:

IMPLICATIONS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

I would like to talk about the values underlying educational evaluation. I don't want to talk
about them theoretically, but rather from what I think is a very clear-cut point of view. I believe
that values are inherent in what people do, not just in what the,/ say. If we study the acfons we're
involved in we can find out something about the valyes of evaluation. Clearly, evaluation activity
is made up of roles that different people play, sometimes at different times. I think the tasks of

evaluation vary sigftifidantly dePen lidifon the kind of program we happen to De studying. So I think
the idea of a full and perfect generalizable methodology is unfair if not impossible.

If you look at the work that evaluation people have done over the last fifteen years, you can
see qualitative changes in what was expected, what was promised, and what was delivered. It's very
enlightening to go back to some earlier evaluation reports which were regarded as satisfactory
documents and compare them with the kinds of things that are coming out now. To put all this in
context, 1 think it's important to understand a little about the history of evaluation principally
evaluation as seen by researchers or research professionals, since most of you fit that description.

When evaluation activity became highly visible (at least ten years ago), it appealed to values
that were held by many educators. The skills in research that we had acquired were modeled more
from the science end of education rather than the art end, and we thought those skills could be
applied in a fashion that would lead us to the improvement of opportunities and desired outcomes
for students. So it seemed possible to fuse several elements first, a respect for rationality, which
as researchers we presumably had; second, the power to implement rational procedure, which as
researchers we probably didn't have, at least in a political sense; third, an altruistic objective, which
we saw as improved instructional life for students; last (and not incidentally for some), a supple-
mentary source of livelihood, because the short, happy life of well-supported research activity
was over..

It seems to me that the short life of research activity of the cooperative research program
was important in two respects. First of all, the brevity of that period bred intensity and commit-
ment. People developed their research skills. There.were research training programs in the middle
sixties that were funded out of Title IV, the same enabling legislation that generated the labs and
center program. Much research was being done. As the research opportunities lessened, the
researchers became evaluators, an interesting job change. People assumed they could apply their
research rationality to evaluation problems. This view implied optimism. It was assumed that
evaluation shared the basic precepts of a good science that *valuation was independent the way
research is supposed to be independent; that evaluation was orderly; that expertise was required
for its conduct; and that, by virtue of training, some people ought to be better at it than others.
Supporting beliefs honored the value of measurement, attractability, discovery of caUsal relation-
ships, suspension of disbelief for questionable human data sources and, of course, the idea of design
and control. All these research ide3s were transferred to the evaluation framework.
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/ Evaluation also pl'ioceeded in an atmosphere of mutual support. Optimism was based not only
' on the idea that we could identify a treatment or determine whether or not a program was any

good, but evaluation was elm to contribute to the productivity of such programs. In general, these
beliefs were shared by program developers and managers in evaluation:Government people, those
in fact responsible for contract management, were generally less well trained and were usually
inexperienced as well, so they were moderately comfortable with a well-argued plan of action that
promised substantial benefits.

From an instructional point of view, sometimes these premises were valid. We would try out
some of the theories for exaigple, the work that Lumsdaine and Glaserl did on deciding how
instructional programs ought to be developed and tested. Pre-tests were developed, instructional
treatments were implemented, data were collected, and revision cycles recurred. We had the idea of
"Social Darwinism" that in some sense, we were getting better and better each time as we collected
data. In fact, there was some research evidence to support this. This is the kind of model through
which I got into evaluation. It's a time-series design; we collected data and tried to make things

better.

Obviously those of you who have some background in systems analysis recognize that the kind
of work we were doing dealt essentially with closed systems where there wasn't a whole lot of
uncertainty. Program developers at that time, and I'm now talking about 1970-1971, were still in
relatively good control of the population of learners that they were dealing with. They could exclude
or include people by pee-test, and they were able to control pretty much what happened instruc-
tionally in the treatment. As I said earlier, sometimes the desired learning did occur; and at that
point we made inferences about how good a program v.is by looking at student performance on
measurement instruments. Many of you can recall the evangelical fervor with which some people
pushed instructional oLjectives. (I was probably in that set.) The concept of learning through
instructional objectives was based on the idea that student performance ought to follow from the
instruction that is presented to them. Very often, however, we didn't ask anything about the
students except the perfunctory, "How did you like the program?" We weren't centrally interested
in the long-range effects of the program or in any serious attitude change. At most, we were
interested in instrumental information that would allow us to make the program better next :ime.

There were, however, "voices from the wilderness" (and many of us thought they should
remain there) that objected to the overall strategy. (At this time I was at the Southwest Regional
Lab working on the development of their reading program, and I was into the cycle in a big way.)
Critics of what we were doing identified the "top down" nature of instructional development and
noted that many personal decision rights were preempted by the developer and the evaluator and
taken away from the students. Claims were also made that our outcomes measures were, in, any case,
incomplete, and probably inaccurate a:, well. Other considerations werevoiced but summarily dis-
missed in large part, I would guess, for the wrong reasons. One reason these criticisms seemed so

easy to dismiss is that similar kinds of criticisms were coming from people who were self-avowed
"protectors of humanismr Some of you may recall that the neo-hilmanistic movement caused a

great deal of controversy The people invo;ved in this movement were anti-technology, anti-
schooling, and frequently associated with encounter groups and Esalen-type experiences. They were
"typical Californians," I might say certainly a group that's easy to discredit..Another reason for
overlooking the criticism, which I must admit with some embarrassment, was my ownpersonal

reason: the criticism seemed to attack my sense of personal accomplishment. I couldn't help but
think, "By damn, I know I'm doing something. Why are they putting me down?" ln this closed
system kind of evaluation, we thought that instructional strategies were, very loosely, perfectable,
We would also try to improve our procedures, and we thought these, too, were improvable.
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The major conceptual distinction between evaluation and our former line of work, research,
was in the treatment of generalizations. At the heart of most scientific research was the effort to
find new knowledge and generalize it; at The heart of most instructional development experiences
was the effort to find information about a particular program and generalize it to other similar
population groups. It seems to me that some of us searched in vain for regularities which might
allow us to consolidate and improve our methods, and I did a lot of writing about that at one point.
But such generalizations about procedures would be frosting on the cake; I might add that it would
be pink fondant roses if we found R&D procedures of general use. But there was a sort of reluc-
tance or inability at that point to formulate those ideas in a way that could be shared.

Now to show you something of the transition between what evaluation was like up to aboi.t
1973 ano what evaluation is like now, I am going to describe a little of it, six years later. Whether
the change came about because wc have a different frame of mind or because there are broad,
socially-inspired shifts that have occurred in the meantime (including the lack of faith which
President Carter's speech identified), nonetheleskthere_haibeemachange.4--think-part-pf-this-was
stip-Oiled by the re-analysis of the studies of schooling done by Coleman and others which tended
to point out that most of what we did was futile at the margin, and there weren't any changes
taking place that couldn't be explained better by demographic information. We had a spate of NSD
("no significant difference") research, even though in our own minds we would imagine that there
were very large treatment differences. The leirel of resources had changed dramatically, but we just
weren't finding any of those changes reflected in measurement. At tie same time, federal research
and development activity was severely constrained, partly because cf overall shifts in the government
and partly, I think, because, of the ineptness of some of the appeals that went on at that time. I
would urge you to read the book by Sproull, Weiner, and Wolf called, Organizing an Anarthy,
which is pertinent to this point.

At any rate, there were also different views on resource allocatiJn at the legislative level, and
ideas such as zero-based budgeting required presumably tougher tests to be applied to programs
than we had before. At the same time, concern for educational equity, led by the courts, generated
a set of programs which might in fact be legitimate just by their very existence rather than by their
effects. The issue was equity of opportunity; not equity of outcome. Programs for bilingual children,
for example, could survive perhaps very negative evaluations because there was clearly mmething
that needed to be done by the government in that sector. Educational programs became, in some
situations, vehicles through which to reallocate resources rather than real treatments. This further
shifted the operating focus from outcomes to procedures. The educational systems that were now
addressed were open instead of closed with regard to the nature of the programs undertaken. Many
more local options were provided. The nature of the participation of students was more open, since
it was very difficult to restrict or exclude students on the basis of not meeting the entry level
criteria set up by the program. Students were waling or unwilling partici ants depending on where
they were in the transiency or mobility bands around the school. The fine point is that the basic
stability required for the identification and the evaluation of educational aczivity just wasn't there,
especially in a longitudinal framework. If a transiency rate is 20 percent annually, over three years
the turnover is substantial. It's very difficult to do a longitudinal study now and have the idea that
one is dealing at all with the same cohort.

So apparently a new set of values has become adopted by people who do evaluation in more
open sysiem evaluation settings, and I think there are some very significant differences which have
implications for how we act. One difference is that there is a new emphasis on pluralism, on
diversity, and on multiple objectives. Also, the selection of what will be incorporated into the
program is left wide open and very often subject to local preference, since it is argued that the
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findings of educational research have failed to give priority to alternative courses of action anyway.
The resultantnix of activity Ln_schools can hardly be called_a program atall. (l_may exclude
vocational education programs if you have better information. I'm speaking primarily about what
I know goes on in the general education programs in the public schools.) The notions of treatment
and the attendant links with causality are concepts that we can hardly deal with anymore. Refine-
ment of programs at the level of precision which characterized many of the curriculum development
efforts of the early labs and centers is really beyond comprehension in most of these programs now,
especially,in urban settings. This is difficult for some to comprehend because much of our language
has stayed the same. We still talk about the programs as if they were the same entities we had five
or six years ago that you could hold onto in some ways, describe, and manipulate.

At the same time, evaluation roles have changed, too. Evaluators in the sixties, whether they
were looking at instructional units or broader-based policy efforts, were very much committed to
methodology and to the provision of clear information to the use of a science base. The initial
response of watuaturs-W-theSe changing requiremems of cipen tyttenittore
education was, as you might imagine, to search for better meas14res and better techniques that is,
to look first to methodology as a way of solving their problem. So some of us began looking for
better ways of aggregating information, refining our designs, refining alternative methodologies, and
conducting comparative studies. There were also other tactics taken during thit transition. For
instance, the question was ra:sed about the utility of different iypes of data and trade-offs for data
reliability. We could achieve a sense of consistency by viewing data across sites, so we made greater
use of case study versus survey kinds of research. Preferences developed among some evaluators for
looser, more interactive designs, and what I would call "soft" data sets; and sides were chosen
"hard" opposed to "soft" although maybe these alignments aren't necessary and are probably
dysfunctional. Radical approaches ideas Bob Stake talked about in 1972, or Bob Rippey outlined
in 1973, and Egon Guba propothd in 1978 cast the evaluator more as a responsive inquirer than.
as a provider of purely objective views. Critics claimed this new responsiveness was only labeling
and legitimizing what was the case anyhow. They argued that we were already biased, so why didn't
we just name our biases? That is, they saw the evaluator entering with screens through which the
data and perceptions pass. Somehow we assumed that this screening would "randomize out" through
use of a great number of ease studies. The participant evaluator role was also conceived as a foil to
the role of summative evaluator with the latter, summative evaluation, being assumed to adhere
strictly to comparison and choice among program options.

Other questions were raised, of course, about the objectivity of evaluation methodology.
Henry Aaron, from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, pointed out in one of his
speeches that evaluation methodology is inherently consemative. R gives a tough test of differences
because that's the way tha statistical paradigm is structured. In other words, the structure of evalu-
ation methodology is prone to give a finding of "no significant differences" when, in fact, there may
be differences which are ignored or overlooked. So there is and will continue to be considerable
debate about the best roles evaluators should take, and the type of data most useful, and so on. It
seems to me that these changes were gradual. I'm making them seem more dramatic because I'm
looking at them in retrospect. These changes also seem to be characteristic of changes in other
disciplines.

At this point I would like to discuss the evaluation community's reaction to the specter of
politics, a factor which grew in our awareness ea.th year. By politics I'm talking not only'about
major legislation and national politics, but politicS at every level, It seems to me that when the
discussion and execution of evaluation entered the area of politics, the first set of responses we
made as evaluLtors was wholly predictable. We thought we shodld implement old and important
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values in an effort to control the situation since, as evaluators and researchers, we were interested
in control. We responded to the politics of the situation somewhat like aparamecium that ingests
by envelopment we tried to confront politics by surrounding and absorbing it. We thought we
could gain control of what we saw as a political incursion into our area. Our first thought was,
"Why are they messing with us?" We also thought we could manage what we saw as the "irrational"
side. What we wanted to do was to bring that whole set of experiences within the boundaries of
"mainline" educational R&D.

Let me give you one or two examples: To deal with the conflicting goals, a political problem
which was being loudly articulated in the very early 1970s by various constituencies with interesit
in school programs, evaluators borrowed the needs assessment idea from the community develop-
ment people in sociology. So the evaluation profession's response to politics at that time could be
characterized by such statements as "We can solve that problem by giving everybody an opportunity
to say what they want to say in a needs assessment, and that will keep it nice and neat" We

-----devetoped-systematirprocedu re,L- The-iderwarthat-welverergoing-to-have-arr expressiorr of pturai----
istic views in an attempt to control the "politicizing" of evaluation findings, which meant, in my
view, that most evaluation work was being used only as a device to argue for or aganst favorite
programs. Evaluators developed and promoted adversary or advocacy forms of evaluation where
pros and cons were pitted against each other. I'm sure you know the work of Bob Wolf, Marilyn
Kourilsky, and a number of other people who have tried this kind of technique. In the market
research area, we borrowed the idea that we had to write reports different reports for different
constituencies because it was important to keep Wilding our connections with those constitu-
encies. So we started generating more paper.

What those illustrations show is that people in evaluation tried to transform existing societal
and political reality into procedures that could be controlled, and we have perpetuated some
anomalies on the body of education by doing that We have community advisory committees
providing input, and we do needs assessments some school districts do thirteen of them a year,
one for each special program they are involved in. In California, we have school site councils which
are supposed to provide continuing input into assessment of local programs. We allow the articula-
tion of reams of precise objectives. When I was here six years ago, you had shelves of vocational
education objectives; we at the California R &D center had our 578,000 reading objectives, and the
Wisconsin R&D centers had theirs. Writing objectives was our way of trying to account for plural-
istic views. We reasoned that people would think of vocational education, or reading, or some other
area as consisting of alternative views, and the only way we could articulate those views was by
writing objectives. Now let's observe an individual case. Suppose you have an evaluator who is
trained in educational research. That evaluator confronts a program which values diversity over
performance, which values the distribution , i profp am over treatment, and which values activity
over outcome. What this evaluator tries to 's to make some sense out of all that, and he or she
finds, from the point of view of the educational researcher, that this is an impossible task.

I finally discovered a book by Aaron Wildavsky, a political scientist, who makes the point that
politics and planning (planning is his word for any systematic intellectual activity) are equally
rational. It isn't that the researchers are rational and the politicians are irrational, but that the
norms of planning or evaluation contrast with the norms of politics. He points out that the norms
of planning (i.e., evaluation) are methodological norms and exist without content And the norms
of politia have only content; that is, what you try to do in a political situation is to agree upon
something in the content area. We have, as evaluators, mounted some very interesting altefnative
responses to the political view of evaluation. Some people in the field argue that the uses of evalu-
ation are primarily pclitical; and we should, therefore, put politics first and use evaluation as
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persuasion. They say that our primary effort should be to convince people of the value of certain
educational programs if, indeed, we believe that those programs have value. Other people have gone
into other lines of work, back to the luxury of smati-scafetaboratory experimentation where a
referee is required only at the journal level. Many have persisted, and I feel I belong in this group;
but I may be moving into the first one soon.

Wildavsky makes some claims which may or niay not be true, but he says that the social policy
researchers did not have to experience the same shock of context and change which people in
education experienced. Education has always had a political side, but the researchers have .:;encrally
been insulated from it. Only recently has this changed. The social policy people do not normally
assume to control outcomes (with the exception of Henry Kissinger). Policy people are different
from educators because thi4 have not very often had that heady, indelible experience of seeing
performance levels for kids change from 60 percent to 90 percent because of something they did.
There are some differences in our background, too. Policy analysts are trained in the notion that

_politics is a reality from start to finish and not something transmuted into life :aura the_fropt_pageb -
of the morning newspaper. Some of the policy analysts even appear to think that politics is fun,
not an incursion, and that is a concept which is hard for me to cope with. In contrast to the educa-
tional researcher's response, their point is not to get control of politics, but to let it happc.n. Their
goal is not to quiet it down, not to strip the work of biases, not to make goals and findings crystal
clear and able to stand on their own merits all the things educational revarchers talk about doing.
Instead, policy analysts acknowledge and embrace political reality. They make decisions in terms
of how they will "play to appropriate audiences." Ambiguity, which they see as allowing both
personal and satisfying interpretation, is not always a fault; sometimes they push it. Goals are
multiple, outcomes are blurred, and people can feel that their own priorities are taken into account.
It seems to me that these policy analysts have taken a particular point of view a view which you
may have some moral problems with, but a view, nonetheless of how one merges scientific or
rational planning with the political reality.

It's interesting to me that there are methodologists in our field who have been able to d6this
themselves. One of those people is Cronbach at Stanford. In his most recent monographs he's been
writing mostly about the political problems as well as the methodological differences that evaluators
have to deal with. He seems to be a person who can transcend some of those issues. There are a
number of people who can't do that, and these people have done some really strange things. For
example, there are those in evaluation who make political connections. Such a person might form a
connection with a certain politician and the two together form a kind of hybrid person. One person
can't deal with both politics and rationality, so the two form a team. They're like Siamese twins.
Other people have decided that they will "sit at the foot of" the contracting agency and try to
provide information.

We have an interesting problem with our contracting agencies, and I'm dealing not only with
ME, although they're my favorite agency. First, at the agency level, there is an erosion of belief
in the expertise of the evaluatorto make unchallengeable technical decisions. The "hired gun"
strategy which Mike Patton talked about in his book used to be a device which demonstrated the
proposition that evaluation people, like education professionals in general, love to disagree on both
major and minor points. The fact that we do this so often and so publicly makes the credibility of
anything we do subject to attack, and everyone knows that any study can be ripped apart depending
on the point of view of the critic. Any evaluation is subject to some technical disagreement, and
this erodes credibility. Credibility is one of the most important coins that a person has in a political
context, so that puts us one down. Second, there is a realization that evaluation offers a terrific
means for atteoking individuals who seem to be above or insulated from more typical approaches

6
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at discredit Let me expand on this a little. We have society to thank or blame for the fact that
our usual modes of discrediting people aren't working anymore. Politicians used to be discredited
on the basis of their marital status, sexual behaviors, substance abuse, or fraud. But these seem not
to have the cogency that they hod in the past. In fact, a clear apology seems all that's necessary
even in the face of indictment. You can't get rid of somebody as easily as you could in the past.
Evaluation findings now can be used as a supplement to discredit public officials whose rhetorical
ciaims, as usual, outstrip their programs. So evaluation has, become an important political tool.

I'll give you a short example. Jerry Brown, the governor of California, had a pretty good idea
about linkinr, the university systems and the public school systems by way of a stationary satellite.

wasn't going to cost that much and there were all kinds of reasons to do it. The problem was that
those who opposed the program linked it to what they considered some of his "wilder" ideas. They
used this particular satellite program to discredit him and his political ideas in general, and it marked
the beginning of the continuing problem he's been having with the state legislature in California.
That's an example of how an evaluation activity can really discredit a person. The Intent here was
to discredit Since`Jerry Brown is politically astute, he got by.

These developments have had several results. The first is the belief among our contracting
agencies that technical dispute equals arbitrariness, so they came to believe that any method is a
good method because all methods are likely to generate complaints. Second,. it has become evident
that evaluation results can depose power; and third:the successes of these combined political
efforts have given the politicians and bureaucrats a sense of personal power. They now "under-
stand" the heretofore arcane procedures of research and evaluation. This is a very scary phenomenon.

Let me give you a couple of ways that you see it exhibitad. One is'in the quality of the RFP1
that you are receiving. If your sentiments are the same as ours, those RFPs are prescriptive to the
point of be'ng nonsensical; that is, the sponsoring agencies are.now telling us what sample proce-
dures Lo use and what phases to go through. It used to be that they bought your brain; now it's just
your arms and legs. What they really want is research assistants robots to do their work out in the
field and then to provide them with results which they can decide how to "patty cake" into good
shape. That is one serious way of looking at the notion that the contract agencies know better than
researchers and evaluators how to do educational research, because obviously everything is subject
to dispute. Sponsoring agencies think they know everything because of the educators' discussions
with them. Here is a second example, which is a really wonderful example in some ways. We were
working on a proposal last summer for the state of California a million dollar contract. About
twenty days into the response period, we got an amendment by telegram advising us thaftthe
California state legislature had mandated control groups. You have to think about that. Here is a
political body voting on whether you should have control groups in a research study. That's scary
in some ways if you think about independence, lack of bias, the quality of the kind of int.ilectual
rationality you want to bring to bear on educational research.

What do I expect to happen with all of thje I'll tell you, and most of this is taken from Aaron
Wildavsky in a book which I recommend to everybody because besides being informative, it's fun
to read. It's called Speaking Truth to Power, which I think is a great title. He has a chapter called
"Strategic Retreat on Objeciives; Learning From Failure in American Public Policy." What he says
is that public policy is in a similar state across many social/policy areas, not just education. Our
early optimism, in which we were going to change the outcomes significantly and solve all the
social problems, just didn't pan out; and everybody is feeling upset about mit. But he feels that

'what is happening now is a translation to concern not with outcomes but with process. The evalu-
ation literature today is greatly concerned with implementation evaluation, and that si,nply means
making sure that the process happened. A type of study illustrating this is Milbrey McLaughlin and
Paul Burman's Rand studies on innovation.
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Wildavsky sees this as a strategic retreat from objective evaluation. He thinks what's going to
happen next is that programs are going to be legislatively formulated exclusively in terms of the
services they provide, and the rhetoric about what they're supposed to do is going to be droppett
That has a lot of implications for people in *valuation.

What does all this mean? I think it means that evaluation problems might,be easier if we could
come to some kind of agreement Among the evaluators, the program managers, and the contracting
agencies. If we could agree that activity is a legitimate way to assess the issue of innovation in
educational settings, then the effect of this realignment of value perspectives may work to permit
evaluators and their work once again to hold some trusted status.

4
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
"A

Question: Would you please commenton what you .believe will be the direction of educational
eValuation over the next ten years?

/ *

WI you what J d likp to say. I'm a believer in outcomes. I think that a lot of the critics of
quantitative-oriented evaluation studies are absolutely correct, that the basis on which jodgments
were made and no significant differinces were found was mostly attributable to poor dependent
measures that is, bad post-tetts. I would take the view that the measurement process, if it's going
to be treated seriously in these evaluations and not swamped by this emphasis on senrice,ls going
to have to be made a lot more credible.

One way of making the measurement process credible is to m4e it' publicly-accessible. Up to
this point, certain people have gotten away with the-idea that they were arcane elves in Princeton
making up instruments that everybody could exclaim over, saying, "Yes, if you say this measures
my academic achievement, it doesr If you look at the legislative trends toward public access to
tests in Texas, New York, and Massachusetts (these were introduced nationally a couple of times),
there's a concern that the public needs to have access to these tests, particularly for a constitutional
purpose, a due process purpose. It's only if thestlidents and teachers know what's going to be on a
test that the proper services can be legally aisured. That's the basis on whictt the Florid wet
argued. So our interest in this is to get hold of the miasurementside now, and to do the point
where most people in school districts think evaluation exists. We learned from a did that
about 75 percent o f the people in evaluation research units in school districts thi at evaluation
is testing. They see those things as isomorphic. What we would like to do is to have the tests exhibit
certain criteria. One of them is public access, and we think the way to do that is thraugh specifica-
tions not through the annual publication of all the tests. Zacharias at MIT has ccAlauted.the core
computer space it would take to publisb ell of the test items annually. Pur main concern is with
public access.

Our second concern is with money and conservation of resource& We're'doing a study on the
NI E grant let least we hope we're ding a study on the NI E grant) which is a survey of all testing
practices in public schools. Our understanding ofsit now is that tests are being regarded as dysfunc-
tional in the public schools. So now we're thinking In terms of public Pc^fras, the economy
the notion that tests need to relate to instructional programs very directly, and the idea that teachers
and kids have to regard tests as meaningful and important actiyities that is, as measuree that have
what we used to cell "face validity." This would be some way of grabbing hold of the evi..4ation
process. If that doesn't happen, what we have to start doing is finding measures and indicators that
have common sorsa appeal to people. You see, people in testing soMetimes argue for tests on the
basis of their validity coefficients, which doesn't make.much sense to a lot of people. We have to
produce meaningful tests that make sense to people. That's the only way we're going to be able to
keep the hbok into outcomes that we need. That's over the short term. Over the long term every-
thing will switch back, of course.



Question: What about the role of evaluetion in terms of policy?

Well, I think it's absolutely important for us to try to maintain an independent stance in
evaluation. What we tried in California was a terrible mistake. We were a state university evaluating
a state cgeacy on which the superintendent of that agency was a member of the Board of Regents
who also happened to be on the Advisory Board to NIE. We were coming and going. What you end
up doing is getting everybody choosing up their favorite team and getting an evaluation together
that says what the politicians want it to say.

In a political context, I'd like to speak about summative versus formative evJuation, if I can,
in a longer perspective. And from that perspective, I think summative evaluation ifa complete
waste of time because nothing that's created ever really gets dropped; it just gets transformed or
renamed. Summative evaluation is irrelevant except in little tiny program comparisons. But in large-
scale Title I typf programs, for instance, it's only formative evaluation that counts. It seems to me
that the kinds of things that we should focus on are outcomes and processes that can be manipulated,
that we can do something about. We should not allow educators who would prefer to be mathe-
maticians or psychologists, those who got into education just because they needed a job, to be the
people who decide the important Flues. Those people who are conducting evaluations should be
forced to attend to outcomes and processes over which the schools and the educational professionals
have some input. I think we've been wiped out mostly by data collected about information we have
no contrcl over, nor will we ever have any control over it. That's beian done in the name of science
and in the name of comprehensiveness, which I know is a theme. I would push towardsvery little
evaluation certainly much less evaluation than we're-doing nOw within each program, but evalua-
tio, ,.::-Tgeted so that the information could hive direct input to somebody else. I wouldn't collect
eveluation information for the sake of havin6 a "pretty report" Right now most of evaluation is
done for the "pretty report"

Question: What about the long-range evaluation of programs like Project Headstart? You could
be expected to evaluate the educational outcomes, but how would you evaluate the
non-educationat, for Instance, 'the health aspects of such a program?

Well, I probably wouldn't; and I would probably question those data. I have some concern about
the correlational value, how those kids were selected and whether they were likely to be healthier,
and so on. In general, I think that there's too much emphasis on evaluation right now. I think we
should spend a lot less money on evaluation and a lot less money on testing.

Question: Why did you choose to quote Aaron Wildavsky so extensively in relation to
policy analysis?

Why Aaron Wildavsky and not someone else? Essentially for reasons that probably have more to do
with happenstance and not for the best reasons of all. Aaron came at my invitation to the R &
center-as a visiting scholar. He conducted a seminar for members of the state legislature and their
staff people on what research had to say to policy. And why did I ask him to come as a visiting
scholar? Because I asked the legislators who in the California university system they would most
like to have come to speak tc them: They requested Aaron Wildavsky. So first of all, I had a personal
connection. Secondly, it seems to me that he talks in very practical terms about evaluation and
policy. I regard myself as an activist It just seems to me that Wildavsks'e had an activist's approach.
I know it's incremental, and I know what he advocates is different from other social policy
approaches. But that was the basis no lengthy library search.
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Question: No one seems to agree about outcomes. Instead, they seem to agree on the process
or activity. How, then, can you focus on outcomes?

I suppose that my background shows, which is research on learning and ir -Zruction. I accept much
of what you say. I've had quite a bit of experience with teachers who are dealing with some really
basic areas like reading, writing, and math. We have a research project at the R&D center on writing
assessment. It's remarkable how people in English departments can agree on what the criteria are
for good writing. So I think it's possible to find places where people agree. What I think we should
do is exp!oit those now. It may be that when we start getting into some general, conceptual matter,
where we attempt to define it and assess a person's understanding of it in an X or Y manner, we'll
end up with fragmentation. I am not an advocate of outcomes or objectives for every area of
instruction or every kind of instructional program. In some cases, I think that the best we can do
is to show people that they have greater flexibility to react to a variety of indicators or outcomes
than they had before and not even worry about what those are. But for the areas where we still
haven't demonstrated to the satisfaction of the electorate and the public that we freow something
about /hem, like reading and writing instruction, I think we should get hold of those now and not
just let them go.

The interactions, if you want to think statistically for a minute, are really impressive. As a
measure of instruction, let's take writing for an example. I don't know if this is the case in your
state (I speak from our experience in California); but if you go into the high school classroom you
will.find that kids are not gettirig writing instruction. Kids are not being asked to write essayi much.
We did a study which showed that the average number of writing assignments for a tenth-grade class .

in composition was one a month, and the average length was one page. These are tenth-grade kids.
When we asked the teachers, "Why aren't you asking these kids to writemore?" the response was
"It takes too long to score essays." We have a measurement or performance issue involved; that is,
what counts as adequate feedback, and how can you provide it to the kids?,In another study we did,
data came back in a way that showed us some of the kids didn't do well. When we followed up on
that, a sizable percentage Of the teachers said they dide't re-teach a topic if the students didn't do
well; they just dropped it. That response hes implications for methodology and for outcomes.
Otherwise you may be going through some mindless activity.

I also understand the weakness of the causal chains on what orle does instructionally. What
concerns me in this focus on process is that people can so easily get hold of the wrong processes.
One of the requirements for a certain program is individualized instruction. This is a nice catchword,
and everybody can interpret it differently. Through the guidelines it was interpreted to mean that
you had to have an individual progress record on each kid. So schools set up "war rooms" with
project and status charts. That's okay for projects, but for individual kids it's sort of scary to see
that kind of thing up on the bulletin board reports on each child by subject matter and perfOr-

,Mance level.

I. made some tongue-in-cheek remarks about naturalistic data techniques, but that's exactly
what I suggest we do in our evaluation studies: use mixed models, use highly quantitative approaches,
and explore ways to develop verifications or hypotheses. We use both outcomes and processes. I
think that's the only thing anyone can do right now. Our real concern is not making the evaleation
load too onerous to the data provider. For instance, we've been concentrating very strongly on
sampling techniques so that all the kids or all the teachers are not asked to provide inforination.
I still think there's sufficient agreement on some points to allow us to push bn outcomes'a little
bit, but not exclusively. You're right about that.



Question: WcIld you comment more fully on the role of policy aralysts?

Well, it may turn out that evaluators in the future will be differentiated in terms of the ones who
move in the general direction of policy analysis, as ...,posed to those who are more technology
oriented those who do the actual design collection and preliminary interpretation of information.
We know that right now the policy people often cast their questions in ways that are unanswerable
by data. That may be deliberate. In the cases where it isn't, I think there have been a few instances
where policy analysts and evaluators have gotten together on a problem, like an RFP provision, and
tried to work out what an evaluation study should have in it. It isn't clear to me how they relate.
f wish I could have a pat answer for you. I think policy analysis is something that educational people
haven't noticed much before; they assumed that policy analysis work resided at Harvard, Michigan,
and Rand, and that was it. I think that as we understand more about it, I think we'll be able to see
some changes.
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